
everything splashes with the colour of poems1

the ocean is a carpet
tacking itself to the sky2

the air is a splendid pink
the colour of red mullet3

in the wild garden
overlooked by night lights4

everything splashes
with the colour of poems

the man who lies on his back5

under coconut palms
does not speak

when I kneel on the dry earth
lick his tears off my fingers

in the wild garden
he opens his eyes

captures my hand
the air shimmers like a shoal

catching the sun
everything swims

with the magic of poems

I wake lying on my back
finches twittering

the hollow beside me
is warm

shading my eyes
I see the man

leaning on a baobab
he lifts a hand

smiles
the air glows

like topaz in sunlight
I lie on my back

in the wild garden
and the colours of the poem

splash over me
(35 lines)

This poem was inspired by five kicker lines provided by the course tutor as an exercise on the course. These lines are
incorporated, to a greater or lesser degree, into the body of the poem. One line also forms the title.
1 A line from ‘Contrastes’ (see Appendix 1) by Swiss poet Blaise Cendrars (1887-1961). Original French: ‘tout est taches de

couleur,’ which literally translates as: ‘everything is splashes of colour’ [Cendrars, 2008].
2 Adapted from the line: ‘it is only the carpet tacking itself to the sky’ – poet’s name unknown.
3 First line from ‘In the beautiful half-light of 1934’ (see Appendix 2) by French poet André Breton (1896-1966) [Breton, 2008].
4 From ‘Wild gardens overlooked by night lights’ (see Appendix 3) by American poet Barbara Guest (1920-2006) [Guest, 2008].
5 Adapted from a line in ‘Breathing Space July’ (see Appendix 4) by Swedish poet Tomas Transtromer (1931- ). Original line

(translated by Robert Bly): ‘the man who lies on his back under huge trees’ [Transtromer, 1982].


